The Snapshot by Dimension Report can be generated by teachers from checkpoint data associated with the objectives for development and learning for either birth through kindergarten or birth through third grade. The report displays the levels of a given objective or dimension, showing the number or percentage of children at levels along the progression.

To create a Snapshot by Dimension Report, access the Report area and select **GO** for the Snapshot by Dimension Report.

**Report Criteria**

1. Under **SELECT CHILDREN**, select a class and/or children.
2. You have the option to filter under **CHILD DEMOGRAPHICS**.
3. Select a **CHECKPOINT PERIOD**. It is defaulted to include the current period.
   - Selecting a previous checkpoint associated with birth through kindergarten data will display the birth through kindergarten objectives/dimensions and progressions.
   - Selecting a current checkpoint associated with birth through third grade data will display the birth through third grade objectives/dimensions and progressions.
4. Under **INCLUDE DATA**, determine whether to include specific objectives/dimensions. It is defaulted to include all.
5. Select **FINALIZED OR UNFINALIZED CHECKPOINT LEVEL** or **FINALIZED CHECKPOINT LEVEL**.
6. Select **GENERATE REPORT**.

**When should I use the Snapshot by Dimension Report?**

This report is commonly used by teachers to visually compare their assessment results for their class, using colored bands, against widely held expectations.
Both report outputs list a table for each included area. The objectives/dimensions appear listed down the left side of each table, each including a row for any available ages or classes/grades. Each row will show the number and percentage of children whose skills, knowledge, and abilities were evaluated at each level for each objective/dimension.